SUMMARY: A particular case of mass distribution in stellar systems, already described in the literature, is compared to the King model of mass distribution. For the cases which would correspond to the description of real stellar systems, such as the globular clusters and dwarf galaxies, one finds a satisfactory agreement between these two mass distributions.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that as a result of his studies of globular clusters King (1962) proposed an empirical formula for mass distribution. These studies were extended afterwards to include a more general treatment of star distribution within a globular cluster, or a similar stellar system (e.g. King 1966 ). On the other hand, it was noticed by Veltmann (1961) that the density formula obtained by King (1962) had a similarity with another form of mass distribution, usually referred to as the generalized Schuster density law (here a particular value of the exponent in the formula is borne in mind).
The difficulties with King's mass distribution are rather well known; for instance, from its density formula no analytical solutions for the cumulative mass and potential can be obtained. This circumstance was borne in mind in a recent paper of the present author (Ninković 2003 -herein referred to as Paper I) when some improvements were suggested. However, both King's original formula and Ninković's modifications concern the case where the volume density reaches zero at a finite distance to the centre of the system. As already said in Paper I, it could seem more natural if the density at the limiting radius were still non-zero. For this reason the possibility of applying a mass distribution with a discontinuity at the boundary of the system is considered in the present paper.
THE CASE UNDER STUDY
This is a particular case of the generalized Schuster density law -i = 3 (e. g. Ninković 1998). The density formula is
ρ is the density, r is the distance to the centre, whereas r c is a constant (usually called core radius). Eq. (1) may be applied within a finite distance r = r l only, because otherwise it would yield an infinite total mass. As a consequence the density at r = r l − will be non-zero, whereas at r = r l + it will be zero. In addition, on the basis of Eq. (1) the corresponding formula for the surface density can be easily obtained (e.g. Ninković 1998)
, unlike the case studied in Paper I where no analytical form for the surface density can be obtained;r is the distance to the centre in the tangential plane. The problem of defining the outer boundary of a stellar system is rather well known (e.g. Ogorodnikov 1958 -p. 483) . The fact that the total mechanical energy for every star in a gravitationally bound stellar system must be negative is of no use because it only indicates that the apocentric distances of all stars are finite, but yields no particular limit for any of them. In other words, by using this condition only it is impossible to determine the maximal apocentric distance in the system. It is quite clear that the maximal apocentric distance should be equal to the limiting radius of the system r l . However, any observational estimate of the limiting radius is very difficult. This is the reason why this quantity is not defined if the cumulative mass of a stellar system is convergent. However, if the cumulative mass is divergent, as in the case of (1), then the limiting radius must be defined. Due to the difficulties following the determination of the limiting radius, mentioned above, it cannot be expected that all stars of a stellar system are surely within an observationally estimated limiting radius. In brief, existing estimates of limiting radii in stellar systems are rather crude and, consequently, they should be aimed at comprising a sufficiently high percentage of system stars so that the gravitation field beyond is described well enough with the point-mass formula. Therefore, two different models of mass distribution, when fitted to the observations, need not always yield the same limiting radius. It is more important that the total masses are approximately equal.
As models of mass distribution to be compared in the present paper King's (1962) one and that represented by Eq. (1) are chosen. King's formula for the volume density is ρ(r) =
y , x = r/r c , x t = r t /r c r t is the limiting radius (in King's paper from 1962 named tidal radius). The corresponding surface density is
In the surface-density formula X is a function ofr with the same meaning as in the case of the volumedensity formula.
THE COMPARISON
Since both density Eqs. ( (1) and (2)) contain as parameters the central density and the core radius, in the present comparison the same values will be assumed for these two quantities in both models. For this reason, as more natural, the central density and the core radius are assumed as the units of density and distance to the centre, respectively. Consequently, the product ρ(0)r 3 c will appear as the mass unit. In both cases the total mass will also depend on the ratio r l /r c .
The present comparison can be done in two phases: density comparison and that of the total mass. As for the former one, the density in the case of King's formula, in addition to the ratio r/r c , also depends on r l /r c as a parameter, whereas in that of Eq. (1) the density, as easily seen, depends on the variable r/r c only. This affects the density comparison, but not too much (Fig. 1) . is dimensionless density, x = r/r c is dimensionless radius, the solid curve corresponds to formula (1), the dashed curve corresponds to formula (2), r l /r c = 60 for both, the central densities and radii r c are equal in both models. The two curves practically coincide.
It should be said that with regard to the possibilities of the density determination in real stellar systems there is no need to insist on a very close agreement between two model density functions. Therefore, a better approach appears to be to examine the total masses. Of course, in this case one assumes that the central density and the core radius are the same for both distributions so that the mass unit is already defined.
The first question to be answered then concerns, of course, the ratio of the total masses yielded by the two models examined here, where the ratio r l /r c appears as the parameter. The calculation shows that for the case of the same r l /r c mass distribution (1) always yields a higher total mass than King's one. As r l /r c increases, the ratio of the total masses decreases, to reach the value of 1 for r l /r c → ∞. The results are presented in Table 1 . 
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However, as already said in Section 2, it is not necessary to have the same limiting radius, the equality rather concerns the total masses. Therefore, the present examination is continued by imposing this condition. Now one looks for the distance to the centre within which in the model characterised by formula (1) a mass equal to the total mass in the case of King's model is contained. The results are presented in Table 2 . As the distance unit, as already said, r c is used. In order to make the things more clear the designation for the ratio of the limiting radius to r c in the case of King's model is x t , whereas the one for the radius at which the cumulative mass corresponding to formula (1) is equal to the total mass yielded by King's model (unit r c ) is x crit . The second column presents the total mass for King's model M k (as already said, in ρ(0)r
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The main results of the present paper are given in Table 2 . As seen from the table, the ratio x crit /x t is a slowly decreasing function of x t . With regard to Table 1 this could seem surprising, but an explanation can be immediately found after inspecting the fifth and sixth columns of Table 2 . The density in King's model for x crit decreases rather strongly with x t increasing so that, consequently, the fraction of the total mass contained between x crit and x t in King's model is a decreasing function of x t . It is clearly seen that for x t high enough, say 80-100, this fraction is much smaller than for low x t (say, 10-20). Thus at high x t the density values corresponding to x crit become very low and the fraction of the total mass contained in these very external parts of a stellar system tends to become negligible.
In principle, when such mass distributions, like the two examined here, are applied for the purpose of describing real stellar systems, one cannot expect the ratio r l /r c to be about 1, especially for dwarf galaxies and globular clusters are borne in mind where this ratio is usually of the order of 10 1 , even 10 2 . In the present discussion the fact that the tolerance in the determination of the total mass for stellar systems is rather ample, say 20%, or even more, should be taken into account. In other words, a value of the total mass for given ρ(0) and r c resulting from the King model should not be treated as "absolutely correct". Therefore, one may conclude that the agreement of the two models of mass distribution considered here is quite satisfactory and in view of this the model based on formula (1) can be used in the treatment of real stellar systems. This could be a task for the future.
PORE EǋE DVAJU RASPODELA MASE PRIMENǈIVIH NA ZBIJENA ZVEZDANA JATA I PATUǈASTE GALAKSIJE
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Astronomska opservatorija, Volgina 7, 11160 Beograd 74, Srbija i Crna Gora UDK 524.47 Originalni nauqni rad Jedan konkretan sluqaj raspodele mase u zvezdanim sistemima, ve opisivan u literaturi, poredi se sa Kingovim modelom raspodele mase. Izme u ove dve raspodele na eno je zadovoǉavaju e slagaǌe za sluqajeve koji bi odgovarali opisu stvarnih zvezdanih sistema kao xto su zbijena jata i patuǉaste galaksije.
